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Abstract 

This paper introduces a hand-gesture-based user interface that enables users to control 

virtual objects in three-dimensional (3D) virtual environments. Users are able to manipulate 

objects by moving, rotating, scaling, and selecting their hands in the real world. A gesture-

based virtual simulation system for vehicle maintenance is developed, incorporating several 

object-manipulation features (such as opening a car door, sitting in a seat, replacing tires, 

and disassembling the engine) to evaluate the effectiveness of this protocol. Our results indi-

cate that the proposed hand-gesture-based user interface could potentially be employed in 

place of a mouse or keyboard to interact with objects in 3D virtual environments. 
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1. Introduction 

Owing to continuing advances in 3-dimensional (3D) technologies, a broad array of 

virtual reality applications based on 3D virtual environments (VEs) have been 

implemented in various areas. A typical user interface for interacting with objects in 

such a 3D VE system utilizes a mouse or a keyboard. The Wii is also popular with 

gamers, and employs an ordinal user interface to support more realistic human–machine 

interaction. More recently, hand-gesture-based interfaces [1-7] have emerged as a 

promising interaction technique due to their natural properties. In the real world, 

humans generally manipulate objects by moving their hands or fingers. Accordingly, it 

is desirable to develop a more intuitive and natural user interface by imitating real-

world interactions in a VE. A considerable amount of research on hand-gesture 

interfaces has been carried out over the past several decades. Nevertheless, gesture-

recognition techniques are still in their infancy and remain the subject of ongoing 

research [8]. Additionally, most systems use webcam-like devices to capture a sequence 

of hand-gesture images, and thus accuracy and performance are compromised by their 

inadequate capacity for real-time image processing [9]. Furthermore, a given hand-

gesture-recognition system is not readily applied to other areas, as these systems are 

usually limited to a specific application environment, domain, and even human cultural 

background [10]. 
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This paper proposes a more flexible hand-gesture-based user interface that enables 

users to control virtual objects in 3D VEs. Users are able to manipulate objects by 

moving, rotating, scaling, and selecting their hands in the real world, and to generate 

callback and delegate functions to control hand-gesture events. We utilize Microsoft 

Kinect [11] to capture hand movements in real time. The idea behind this approach was 

partially introduced in [12] and [13], and it was applied to control virtual cameras in 

virtual spaces [9]. In this paper, we clarify the technique and generalize the target 

objects from virtual cameras to all types of objects. Furthermore, we develop a gesture-

based virtual simulation system for vehicle maintenance to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the proposed protocol. The car maintenance system is implemented with several object-

manipulation features, such as opening a car door, selecting a seat and sitting in it, 

replacing tires, and disassembling the engine. The results are very promising for object 

control in virtual spaces. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing 

literature on hand-gesture-based user interfaces in 3D VEs. Section 3 describes the 

proposed hand-gesture interface for controlling objects in VEs. Section 4 introduces the 

hand-gesture-based virtual simulation system for vehicle maintenance and its object 

manipulation features. Section 5 concludes the paper with some directions for future 

research. 

 

2. Related Work 

Much research has examined hand-gesture-based interaction with objects in virtual 

spaces. In the early days of this research, mechanical data gloves such as the 

CyberGlove were used to obtain information on hand motions [2, 4]. In this approach, 

users had to wear burdensome, uncomfortable data gloves that limited the natural 

movements of their hands. To overcome this drawback, vision-based approaches are 

driven by gesture recognition, using a video camera or webcam instead of a wearable 

device. One such approach is DesIRe [1], which enables users to create, move, rotate, 

scale, and select objects in VEs by using predefined hand gestures by means of an 

infrared LED. Dardas and Alhaj [2] implemented a technique that uses hand gestures to 

generate commands for interacting with objects in games, combining Bag-of-Features 

and Support Vector Machine (SVM). In a real-time approach, Fang et al. [3] developed 

a more accurate gesture recognition method based on fast hand tracking, hand 

segmentation, and multi-scale feature extraction. In a similar way, Rautary and Agrawal 

[4] implemented a user-friendly hand-gesture-based interface for interacting with 

objects in virtual spaces, using a webcam.  

More recently, recognition-based approaches using Microsoft Kinect [11] have 

attracted greater interest than techniques that employ general 2D cameras (such as 

webcams, video cameras, or digital cameras) to obtain a sequence of hand motions 

because of Kinect’s superior real-time image-processing features, which enable greater 

accuracy and enhanced performance [9]. Slambekova [5] developed a more natural 

technique for controlling objects in a virtual world, using Kinect to combine gaze 

direction with hand gestures. Several university research groups have used Kinect to 

acquire information on hand motions. The MXR research lab at the University of 

Southern California has uploaded a video that demonstrates avatar actions (such as 

shaking hands, bowing, hugging, and flying) and virtual camera movements in a VE 

controlled by real-world hand, arm, and body motions using Kinect and Open Natural 

Interaction [6]. The MIT media lab has implemented DepthJS, a web browser extension 
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that allows Kinect to interact with any web page in Safari or Chrome [7]. In the present 

research, we develop a more flexible and accurate method for steering objects in virtual 

spaces based on Microsoft Kinect. We used callback and delegate functions to process 

hand-gesture events and applied depth calibration and depth cueing to the images 

captured from Kinect. 
 

3. Hand Gesture-based User Interface System 
 

3.1. System Architecture 

In this paper, we propose a hand-gesture-based user interface system that enables 

users to control objects in 3D virtual environments. This system was developed by 

extending the gesture-based control method of Kim et al., [9] from virtual cameras to 

all types of objects. To obtain faster and more accurate hand movements in real time, 

we employ Microsoft Kinect, which allows skeleton images of one or two persons to be 

tracked, as a motion-sensing input device. Kinect provides a software development kit 

(SDK) designed for Xbox 360 video game consoles and Windows-based PCs [11]. 

Position information on the left and right hands can be obtained via Kinect. A position 

in 3D space is represented by three Cartesian coordinates (x, y, depth) at each joint of 

the skeleton. An acquired position is first filtered to suppress image noise and then 

reprocessed with depth calibration and depth cueing to reduce image flickering. Kinect 

supports some filtering features, but the resulting object boundaries remain very 

unstable and flickering [14]. After all filtering processes have been carried out, the 

system will recognize hand gestures and will then control objects in a virtual space 

according to these gestures. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system for 

controlling objects in VEs [9, 13]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system for controlling objects in 
virtual spaces 

 

3.2. Gesture Recognition and Execution 

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed hand-gesture-based user interface system is 

composed of two processes: gesture recognition and gesture execution. 
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Figure 2. Overall configuration of the previously proposed method [2] 
 

3.2.2. Gesture Recognition: The gesture-recognition process is divided into two phases: 

hand-area detection and gesture-type detection. As shown in Figure 3, the hand-area 

detection phase is processed in terms of three areas determined by the position values of 

the user’s hands: the gesture-inactivation, gesture-activation, and object-selection areas. 

Before processing gesture recognition, depth calibration and cueing operations are 

applied to a sequence of positions, along with position filtering, to obtain more accurate 

gestures. In the depth-calibration process, a sequence of user arm positions is calibrated 

by |Amax – Amin|, where Amax is the average user arm length in a 5-second capture in 

which the arm is most extended, and Amin is the average user arm length in a 5-second 

capture in which the arm is most contracted. In other words, the position information 

for the user arm is defined as the absolute value of the difference between two values, 

Amax and Amin. Depth cueing is then carried out to smooth the hand coordinates using a 

medium filter. These operations provide the hand position value by which a gesture is 

detected.  

As Figure 3 shows, a hand gesture in the inactivation area is ignored. In other words, 

if the position value of a user hand is less than or equal to 0.15, the gesture will be 

ignored. If the position value is greater than 0.15 and less than 0.8, the hand-recognition 

system will be activated to recognize the gesture. For more accurate gesture recognition, 

a standby time of 3 seconds is specified when a user hand satisfies 0.15 < |Amax – Amin|. 

We refer to this boundary as a valid area. Accordingly, 3 seconds after a user hand 

enters the activated area, the recognition system prompts the input mode that allows the 

gesture to be recognized. If the depth value is greater than or equal to 0.8, a virtual 

object corresponding to the position of the user hand will be selected (picked) 3 seconds 

after the hand enters the object-selection area. Finally, information on the hand position 

(x, y, length), gesture type, and selected object is stored in the hand information class 

HandInformationClass. 
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Figure 3. Gesture recognition procedures 

 

3.2.2. Gesture Execution: After the information is stored in HandInformationClass, the 

selected virtual object can be controlled in the virtual space. The proposed object-

control system includes 27 gesture events for controlling objects in a virtual space 

created from the possible combinations of gesture statuses of the left and right hands 

(none, picking, and four movement vectors: left, right, up, and down). In a manner 

similar to the technique used in [9], 16 of the 27 gestures are created when both hands 

are independently moved according to the four movement vectors (4 x 4), and eight 

gestures are created when only one hand is moved while the other hand is fixed. Of the 

remaining three gestures, one is generated by no action, and the other two by left-hand 

and right-hand picking motions. In this paper, eight of the twenty-seven gestures are 

defined as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Eight gesture events for controlling objects in VEs 
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A detected gesture event is stored in the event class GestureEventClass, as shown in 

the left and lower parts of Figure 4. If the detected hand motion is one of the object-

control gestures defined in our system, the gesture event corresponding to the 

recognized hand motion will be applied to the object in the virtual space by the event 

executor (EventExecutor). In other words, the object in the virtual space will be 

manipulated according to the corresponding gesture-event function. If a hand motion is 

not recognized (i.e., in the case of a general hand motion), the gesture will be ignored.  

Figure 5 shows the structure for executing gesture events to control objects in a 

virtual space [13]. The class EventExecutor employs registered object-control functions 

to control objects in a virtual space, by analyzing gesture events in GestureEventClass. 

If a virtual object can be controlled by hand gestures, we set the class EventExecutor as 

a member of the object instance, create a callback function to be executed on the 

gesture event for the object, and link the generated function to a corresponding gesture 

delegate function in EventExecutor based on gesture type. Then, when a gesture event 

occurs, the system executes the function executeCommand(GestureEvent ge), to which 

the gesture event is passed as a GestureEvent instance, and executes the generated 

callback function via the corresponding delegate function in EventExecutor. 

Accordingly, a real person can interact with 3D virtual objects in VEs, just as he/she 

does with real-world objects. 

 

 

Figure 5. Execution structure of gesture events for object control 
 

4. Hand Gesture-based Virtual Vehicle Simulation System 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol, we have developed a number 

of applications, including a gesture-based gallery system [13], a gesture-based virtual 

simulation system, and a gesture-based virtual reality system. In this paper, we present 

a gesture-based virtual simulation system for vehicle maintenance. This system 

incorporates a number of object-manipulation features, such as opening a car door, 

selecting a seat and sitting in it, replacing tires, and disassembling the engine. It was 

written in C# using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008, Kinect, and Unity 3D and was 

implemented on a Windows 7 platform with an Intel Core i5-2500 3.30 GHz Quad-Core 

processor. 

Figure 6 shows the simulated replacement of a flat tire on a virtual car with a spare 

tire from the virtual trunk. Figure 6 (a) shows the initial 3D virtual space in which the 
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virtual car is located, together with flesh-colored virtual left and right hands for 

controlling the virtual object (car). When a user hand is located in the inactivation area 

(i.e., |Amax – Amin| ≤  0.15) or no gesture is made, the virtual hand remains flesh colored, 

as shown in Fig. 6 (a). If a user hand enters the activation area (i.e., 0.15<|Amax – 

Amin|<0.8), the virtual hand begins to turn red, as shown in Figure 6 (b). After 3 seconds, 

the virtual hand is completely red and is surrounded by four arrow keys, indicating that 

the gesture recognition system has begun to recognize the hand gesture, as shown in the 

right-hand part of Figure 6 (c). If a user hand enters the object-selection area (i.e., |Amax 

– Amin| ≥  0.8), the virtual hand begins to turn blue. If the hand is completely blue and 

surrounded by four arrow keys, as shown in the left-hand part of Figure 6 (c), the 

virtual object at the hand position is selected and can be manipulated via real-world 

hand gestures. To replace the flat tire, we first remove the flat tire from the virtual car, 

open the virtual trunk, extract the spare tire, and set it on the ground. In Figure 6 (d), 

both blue hands hold the spare tire and push it closer to the virtual car. The tire is then 

set upright with the left hand and attached to the appropriate wheel on the virtual car. 

Thus, a virtual flat tire on a virtual car in a virtual space is replaced with a virtual spare 

tire from the virtual trunk. 

 

 

Figure 6. Replacing a tire on a virtual car in a virtual space 
 

Figure 7 shows examples of opening a door on the virtual car and selecting a seat (a) 

and controlling the audio system while sitting in the seat (b). Figure 8 shows examples 

of simulated engine disassembly on a virtual car. 
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Figure 7. Opening a car door and selecting a seat (a), and controlling the 

audio system while sitting in the seat (b) 
 

 
Figure 8. Disassembling the engine of a virtual car  

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a hand-gesture-based user interface system that enables users to 

control objects in 3D virtual environments using Microsoft Kinect. The objective was to 

develop a more accurate and flexible gesture-based virtual object control system by 

applying a number of filtering operations to a sequence of hand-gesture images 

captured from Kinect and processing hand gesture events with callback and delegate 

functions. As an application of the proposed approach, we developed a gesture-based 

virtual simulation system for vehicle maintenance and demonstrated a number of 

object-manipulation features, such as opening a car door, selecting a seat and sitting in 

it, holding a tire with both hands, moving and replacing the tire, controlling the audio 

system, and disassembling the engine. Our experimental results indicate that the 

proposed hand-gesture-based user interface could potentially be employed in place of a 

mouse or keyboard to interact with objects in 3D virtual environments, providing ease 

of use and natural object control in virtual spaces. 

This paper explored a number of gesture-recognition and execution features for more 

natural and accurate hand-gesture-based interaction with objects in 3D VEs. 

Nevertheless, the study is ongoing, and more advanced gesture-based control will be 

investigated in future research by extending the technique from gestures based on linear 

movements to more general kinds of gestures and by enabling more diversified gesture 

operations with combinations and sequences of multiple gestures. 
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